ABSTRACT The weapon-target assignment (WTA) problem is a crucial decision issue in the process of cooperative aerial warfare (CAW). The decision strategy of fighter teams involved in the CAW is susceptible to the influence of the enemy fire attack and electronic interference, which will lead to both the antagonism and uncertainty of the decision making. In this paper, a novel antagonistic game WTA (AGWTA) model with uncertainty is introduced. The antagonism is described by a non-cooperative zero-sum game model conducted by two fighter teams. Then, a modified sensor data fusion method using belief entropy and similarity of sensor data is presented to manage the uncertainty of AGWTA. According to the characteristics of the AGWTA model, a decomposition co-evolution algorithm (DCEA-AGWTA) is proposed to obtain the non-cooperative Nash equilibrium (NCNE) strategy. The experimental results show that the modified sensor data fusion method contributes to higher reliability of target type identification and the AGWTA model is meaningful in the antagonistic and uncertain situation of CAW. In addition, the DCEA-AGWTA is effective and has a promising ability in finding the closest strategy to the NCNE strategy compared with the other three intelligent evolution-based algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of weapon-target assignment, as one of the most essential issues of cooperative aerial warfare, attracts continuous attention in recent years [1] . In general, there are two main formulations of WTA: the static WTA (SWTA) problem [2] and the dynamic WTA (DWTA) problem [3] . Most of the related researches within both versions are more likely to focus on the exact algorithm solutions to the WTA, but pay little attention to the antagonism and uncertainty which are caused by the enemy fire attack and electronic interference in the WTA modeling process [4] - [7] .
Antagonism exists in the CAW that conducted by two opposing teams. Each team instinctively selects the egocentric strategy according to the current situation to get the maximum damage to the objective with minimum self-loss,
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Bora Onat. which could be seen as a non-cooperative game model. There has been literature which consider the adversary's action and strategy by using game theory in the WTA model to missile defense. In [8] , the model considered the impact of resource allocation conducted by adversaries with the defense strategy. Golany et al. introduced a method that employs a set of defensive resources for the sake of defensing multiple assets [9] . Based on such an approach, the weapon interceptor probabilities factor of defense installations are taken into consideration in [10] . In [11] , the protected assets were transformed from ground facilities to aircraft. The scenario considered the different types and actions of the entities engaged in the game model. In [12] , the strategies of adversaries were extended to missile interception and electronic interference to against the air fighters.
Apart from the antagonism, the uncertainty is an important factor to be considered in the WTA model which is often overlooked. A WTA model proposed by Li et al. took the uncertainty of kill probability into consideration [13] . Incomplete information was regarded as a kind of uncertainty and was integrated into the WTA model in [6] . In [12] , the WTA model considered the uncertainty involved in the target type identification and the kill probability. While most of WTA models discussed thus far study only one factor of antagonism and uncertainty, there is lack of comprehensive consideration. Although the model in [12] took both antagonism and uncertainty into account, the information sharing mode by only one fighter in a team will lead to unfavorable stability and error-tolerant rate when identifying the target type [14] . Additionally, the uncertainty management in the target type identification ignored the uncertainty that resulted from the inaccuracy of sensor data, as well as the inconsistency among different or heterogeneous sensors [15] .
The belief entropy, as a generalization of Shannon entropy to measure the uncertainty of data under the framework of Dempster-Shafer evidence theory (DST) [16] , attracts increasing interest. The entropy-based fusion methods have provided a reliable performance on applications in association with target type identification [17] , [18] . In order to provide a comprehensive WTA model which takes both antagonism and uncertainty of sensor data fusion into consideration, a novel antagonistic game WTA (AGWTA) model is proposed for the CAW wherein a modified fusion method using belief entropy and similarity of sensor data is presented for uncertainty management. Compared with other WTA models, the proposed model could not only describe the process of confrontation between two fighter teams but also deal with the uncertainty brought by target recognition.
The WTA model has been proved to be a non-deterministic polynomial-complete (NP-C) problem [19] , [20] , where the computing complexity augments exponentially as the scale of the problem increases. Many approaches have been put forward to solve WTA problem. Generally, these methods could be mainly divided into two categories [21] - [23] . The first category is associated with the traditional methods and their improvements, which are the nonheuristic, such as Lagrangian relaxation method [21] , rulebased approach [24] , approximate dynamic programming approach [25] , and geometric-based approach [26] . This kind of method shows a better performance in the problem with smaller dimensions, but cannot effectively solve the highdimensional problems [10] , [25] . The second category refers to the heuristic-based algorithm, which ranks potential solutions in search approaches at each branching step according to effective information to choose which branch to follow [27] . In the context of the heuristic-based algorithm, it could be further divided into single solution-based algorithm and intelligent evolution-based algorithm in terms of solving WTA problem. The single solution-based, such as exact and heuristic algorithm [28] , tabu search algorithm [29] , and efficient heuristic algorithm [30] , can boost the optimization capacity to some extent in the high-dimensional problems. However, the single solution-based suffers inherent drawbacks of week global optimization ability [28] , [31] .
Compared with the traditional methods and the single solution-based within the context of heuristic-based method, the intelligent evolution-based algorithms can escape the local optima by using specific mechanisms in the NP-C optimization problems [3] , [32] - [34] . Therefore, the intelligent evolution-based algorithms have been widely used in the solution of WTA problems. A genetic algorithm with a greedy strategy was proposed for solving the SWTA model in [35] . Wang et al. [36] proposed a particle swarm algorithm based on intuitionistic fuzzy entropy for DWTA. Li et al. [37] proposed the method for DWTA by adding a reverse predictor on the particle swarm. Li et al. [38] introduced a series of operational mechanisms on initialization and selection to the classical evolution algorithm for the SWTA model. Xin et al. [39] used virtual permutation and tabu search heuristics to improve the performance of evolution algorithms. Based on the approach, Xin et al. [4] extended a superior heuristic factor for evolutionary algorithms to solve the sensor-WTA model.
All the algorithms solving WTA problems discussed above aims to solve the scalar WTA model which just have one objective to be optimized. However, the objectives in the AGWTA is a pair of contradictory indicators that both teams engaged in the antagonistic CAW want to maximize the damage loss of the opponent team with minimum self-loss. Therefore, the intelligent evolution-based algorithm and its improvements could not be used directly in the solution of AGWTA. Consequently, in order to solve the AGWTA model becomingly, a novel intelligent evolution-based algorithm named decomposition co-evolution algorithm for AGWTA (DCEA-AGWTA) is proposed. Compared with the other algorithms, the DCEA-AGWTA divides the original problem of AGWTA into several subproblems, which transforms the contradictory optimization objective functions to a series of single objective optimizations.
The main contribution of this paper is threefold.
• A novel AGWTA model is presented considering both the antagonism and uncertainty. Meanwhile, the solution of non-cooperative Nash equilibrium (NCNE) for counterparty in AGWTA is established.
• A modified sensor data fusion method is introduced by using the belief entropy and similarity measurement of different sensor data, which reduces the uncertainty in the target type identification.
• In accordance with the characteristics analysis of the AGWTA, a mechanism of decomposition is designed to improve the applicability of the algorithm. Therewith, the evolutionary mechanisms involved in the DCEA-AGWTA are designed to improve the efficiency of the DCEA-AGWTA. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The elements of antagonistic game model and data fusion based on DST are introduced in Section II. In Section III, the AGWTA model with uncertainty for CAW is established. The DCEA-AGWTA for solving the NCNE strategy is proposed in Section IV. In Section V, experimental studies and VOLUME 7, 2019 analysis are presented to demonstrate the performance of the proposed methods. The conclusion and future work are discussed in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. ELEMENTS OF ANTAGONISTIC GAME MODEL
The basic elements of a typical game model consist of players, strategy set and payoff function. The elements of an antagonism game model in CAW are given as follows. 
4) STRATEGY COLLECTION
During the process of CAW, the strategy for each fighter is related to its action and action object. Suppose s R i ∈ S R , (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) and s B j ∈ S B , (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) denote the strategies of r i in team R and b j in team B, respectively. Let r i and b j be action objects mutually. The strategies of r i and b j are expressed as
, respectively. The strategy collections for the two teams are denoted as
As well as the fighter type, the action and strategy are nonpublic information for the opponent.
5) PAYOFF FUNCTION OF TEAMS
The payoff function is greatly related to the team strategy. Let U R (s R T , s B T ) and U B (s B T , s R T ) denote the team payoff functions of team R and team B, respectively. Usually, the self-loss effect or opponent loss is used as the payoff function.
6) OPTIMUM TEAM STRATEGY
The better the team strategy, the larger the team payoff function. Both teams want their payoff functions maximum. Therefore, the optimal strategy set s * = [s The basic concepts of Dempster Shafer evidence theory [40] are introduced as follows. Definition 1: Let = {θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ N } be a nonempty finite set of alternatives which are mutually exclusive. is defined as a frame of discernment (FOD). The power set 2 of FOD of all the possible subsets are denoted as:
Definition 2: The mapping from the power set 2 to [0, 1] is defined as the mass function m, which is also known as basic probability assignment (BPA). The mass function satisfies: 
The plausibility function Pl(A) indicates the degree of evidence that potentially supports A and the belief function Bel(A) indicates the degree of evidence that definitely supports A. Definition 4: In DST, two independent evidence m 1 and m 2 can be fused by the combination rule:
where the k is the conflict coefficient to measure the degree of conflict among evidence and is used as the normalization factor for evidence fusion.
2) DISSIMILARITY MEASUREMENT OF EVIDENCE
Definition 5: Let m be a BPA on , the probabilistic expression [41] of a specific element B in could be obtained by pianistic probability transformation (PPT):
where |A| is the cardinality of proposition A. 
Definition 7: Let m 1 and m 2 be two evidence on .The dissimilarity measure [43] based on Murkowski distance is expressed as:
where k m 2 m 1 is the conflict coefficient in Eq. 7.
3) UNCERTAINTY MEASUREMENT BY DENG ENTROPY
Definition 8: Let m be a BPA on the frame and the Deng entropy [44] of BPA m is denoted as:
where A i is some proposition in BPA m, and |A i | denotes the cardinality of A i .
4) WEIGHTING OPERATOR OF EVIDENCE
Evidence should be processed before fused, which is in line with their own belief entropy and the degree of similarity with other evidence. Definition 9: Let N evidence {m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m N } are in the same FOD and the weight of each evidence is based on degree of similarity and evidence uncertainty. The degree of similarity S i,j between m i and m j is defined as:
The mutual similarity degree matrice S N ×N is then expressed as:
S N ×N is symmetrical and S i,j = S j,i . The weighting vector of similarity W dis of each evidence is related to the eigen vector of the maximal positive eigen value λ max , where
The evidence with the largest weight is deemed to be the most believable evidence and the similarity weight of each evidence is obtained by:
The belief entropy of each evidence is measured by Deng entropy and can be calculated by Eq. 11. After each evidence is measured, the entropy weight of each evidence is obtained by:
Then the weighting operator [43] of each evidence is presented as:
The kill probability of missile fire attack is vulnerably influenced by the target type. The fighter types are inaccessible directly in CAW, which needs to be identified by sensors. Specifying an appropriative fighter, which identifies the types of opponents and shares the identification results with the other fighters in one team, could maintain the synchronism and consistency of team information. Nevertheless, as the sensors lose efficacy or performance degrade, the confidence of identification results goes down, which leads to uncertainty growth. Therefore, sensor data fusion should be implemented in teams, where all team members detect and identify the target. The identification result of each fighter is considered as observational evidence. All the observational evidence are integrated for fusion so as to enhance the confidence degree of target identification results.
Suppose the types in team R and team B are C R and C B , respectively. The relative kill probability matrices of different types in team R and B are P RB = p xy C R ×C B and P BR = p yx C B ×C R , respectively (e.g. p xy denotes the kill probability of type x in team R against type y in team B). The observational evidence of r i against b j could be expressed as:
M ij is the observational evidence which is regarded as a BPA in DST. M ij y is the confidence degree of identification result when r i is identifying b j as type y. M ij B is the proposition of all situation, which represents the uncertainty in M ij . When the sensors operate normally, the confidence degree of real type will be dominated in M ij . Whereas, as the sensor is under electronic interference or broken down, the confidence degree of real type will be affected greatly and uncertainty increases. Let π i be the uncertain factor of r i when it suffers VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 1. The structure of uncertainty management for the AGWTA model. from electronic interference or fault. The observational evidence is altered to:
Other than existing in each piece of observational evidence, the uncertainty also arises from discordance of identification results by sensors on different fighters. Hence, all the sensor data should be fused to obtain reasonable information. The weighting operator in Eq. 17 takes both belief entropy and similarity of evidence into consideration, which could be selected as the criteria of importance for the observational evidence. However, the weight factor of entropy implies that the more chaotic evidence will gain bigger weight (the evidence with more chaos provides more information and should be more important), which is unreasonable in multi-sensor data fusion. The evidence with bigger entropy stands for larger uncertainty and should be less important as the sensor does not give explicit information. Accordingly, a modified weighting operator of belief entropy of evidence is denoted as:
Therefore, the modified weighting operator for each observational evidence is presented as:
ω ij refers to the weight of observational evidence when r i is identifying b j . The new evidence could be obtained by integrating all weighted observational evidence of all sensors in team R. The new evidence is denoted as:
EWA(M j ) means the integrated evidence for identifying b j . As there are m pieces of evidence, the EWA(M j ) should combine itself for (m − 1) times by using Eq. 6 to obtain the final sensor data fusion result.
2) UNCERTAINTY MANAGEMENT IN MISSILE FIRE ATTACK
Apart from target identification, the kill probability of missile fire attack also is affected by electronic interference. When suffering the electronic interference and according to the result of type identification, the relative kill probabilities are revised as:
t y and t x are interference factors of the type y and type x in team B and team R, respectively. Therefore, the optimum team strategies considered the uncertainty in target type identification and missile fire attack are rewritten as: and P T BR are the relative kill probability matrices under the electronic interference.
3) STRUCTURE OF UNCERTAINTY MANAGEMENT
Based on the analysis, the structure of uncertainty management is comprised of four parts, including sensor data collection, evidence generation, weighting operator generation, and sensor data fusion. The structure is shown in Fig. 1 . From  Fig. 1 , it is obvious that the electronic interference mainly impacts upon the target recognition and the kill probability of missile fire attack. The sensor data fusion could provide a reliable target type identification result. The process description (from team R's perspective) of uncertainty management is given as Algorithm 1. The target identification result of fighter j in team B can be calculated by using Eq. 6 to fuse the new evidence; 8: According to the target identification result, the kill probability matrices P RB is updated by using Eq. 24.
B. AGWTA MODEL 1) ANTAGONISTIC WTA MODEL WITH UNCERTAINTY
The dynamic WTA model is divided into k steps [11] , [12] , [45] . Whereas, the process of CAW is rapidly changing and it is hard to predict future situation accurately. Strategy decision should be made at each step to ensure the combat efficiency is optimum for the current antagonistic situation. Therefore, by introducing the uncertainty and antagonism into static WTA model, the antagonistic WTA (AWTA) model with uncertainty is proposed as: 
The above interpretations are suitable for the team B if substituting the corresponding subscripts and superscripts by notation of team B.
2) ANTAGONISTIC GAME WTA MODEL WITH UNCERTAINTY Both teams prefer the strategy that maximizes their team gains, but f R and f B are a pair of contradictory indexes which cannot be maximum simultaneously. As the number of fighters in team R using missile fire attack increases, the number of fighters selecting electronic interference as the action will decreases. That is to say the opponent loss f B (f R ) and selfloss f R (f B ) will arise or descend synchronously. Therefore, it is unavailable to obtain the optimal strategy directly for both teams in AWTA. The characteristics of uncertainty and antagonism essentially distinguish the AWTA from traditional WTA model is that the AWTA should maximize the objectives of the two teams [1] . According to the feature of antagonism, the objectives in Eq. 26 are rewritten as:
The F R and F B are the team gain of the team R and team B, respectively. Then the AWTA could be converted to a non-cooperative zero-sum game model and NCNE strategy could be used as the optimal strategies for both teams. It can be seen from necessary and sufficient conditions of NCNE strategy [46] , [47] , the NCNE strategy s * = [s R U * , s B U * ] exists in the AWTA that fulfills:
The physical significance of Eq. 29 could be interpreted as: when one team adopts NCNE strategy and no matter what the strategy the opponent executes, the team gain of this team will be no less than the team gain when the opponent is using NCNE strategy. Under this circumstance, no team has reason to actively change the action strategy. Therefore, the MinMax principle could be used to find the NCNE strategy [48] . The antagonistic game WTA (AGWTA) model with uncertainty is proposed as:
3) FURTHER ANALYSIS OF AGWTA
According to the characteristic of MinMax principle, the AGWTA model could be regarded as a minimization problem and a maximization problem in order. Therefore, the process of finding the NCNE strategy of AGWTA could be mainly separated into two steps. should be selected to fulfill:
where s
and F R k , relative to s R U k , are named as the most inferior antagonism strategy (MIAS) and team gain of MIAS (TGMIAS) respectively. Thereafter, the team strategy with maximum TGMIAS is chosen as the solution of NCNE, which fulfills:
Follow the same routine so the NCNE strategy of AGWTA for team B could be obtained as: In this paper, a decomposition co-evolution algorithm for the AGWTA (DCEA-AGWTA) model is proposed. The main framework of DCEA can be described as follows. DCEA begins with individual encoding which can handle the constraints of AGWTA. Then the initialization is implemented to generate the population. Thereafter, a decomposition method is designed to decompose the population into a number of subpopulations. Afterward, the algorithm will go into loop phase. In the first place, the population is decomposed into a series of subgroups by the proposed approach of decomposition. Therewith, the best individual of each subpopulation is reserved in an elite population (EP). In addition, the recombination by crossover and mutation is implemented in the evolutionary operations to upgrade individuals. 
2) INITIALIZATION OF POPULATION
Based on the formation of individual encoding, the population could be initialized by randomly generating the individuals. However, the random generation would bring about low feasible and redundancy of the first generation population. In order to generate feasible individuals to improve the quality of the initial population and speed up the convergence, a fighter-choice-priority based heuristic factor is introduced in the initialization. According to the Algorithm 2 The Framework of DCEA for AGWTA Input: MI : the maximum number of iterations; UI : the maximum number of iterations that EP keeps unchanged; pop: the size of population; pcI : the probability of crossover within subpopulation; pmI : the probability of mutation within the subpopulations; pcB: the probability of crossover among subpopulations; pmB: the probability of mutation among the subpopulations; Output: The elite population (EP);
1: Encoding and Initialization: Generate an initial population X = x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x pop by encoding and initialization method. Set the number that EP keeps unchanged UEP = 0, the elite population EP = ∅, and current iteration number Iter = 0; 2: Decomposition: Analysis the population composition and group the individuals having the same strategy of team R into the same subpopulations; group is more than the number of targets, the rest fighters will choose targets randomly. For the electronic interference group, each fighter chooses the target which has the maximum kill probability against. Then the fighter and the target are ignored in the subsequent allocations after allocation. If the number of fighters in electronic interference group is more than the number of targets, the rest fighters will choose targets randomly. The method of initialization is shown in Algorithm 3 (from the perspective of team R ).
3) DECOMPOSITION
According to the prior analysis of AGWTA, the population could be decomposed into a series of subpopulations and the optimization of the solution in AGWTA could be converted as a minimization optimization subproblem in each subpopulation. A decomposition method is presented to group the population. The individuals with the same strategy of team R will be grouped into the same subpopulation. The individuals in each subpopulation still satisfy the constraints of the problem. In order to maintain the diversity within the subpopulations, if the size of a subpopulation is less than 2m, then the number of individuals in the subpopulation will be increased to 2m by random generation. Furthermore, the newly generated individuals of each subpopulation will be added to the population, which is updated in each iteration. The method of decomposition is shown in Algorithm 4. A typical subpopulation is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The individuals in each subpopulation have the fixed first half but the different second half of the individual encoding.
Algorithm 4 The Method of Decomposition
Input: The population X = x 1 , x 2 
4) SELECTION AND UPDATING EP
The individuals with good performance should be reserved for the next iteration. Based on the decomposition, the best individual of each subpopulation will be recorded and updated in the EP if it is better than the result of the last iteration. Two feasible solutions x i and x j could be compared by using the Eq. 31 to calculate the team gain of each solution. From team R's perspective, the solution x i is considered better than x j such that F R (x i ) > F R (x j ). The method of decomposition is shown in Algorithm 5. The selection process is illustrated in Fig. 4 . As shown in Fig. 4 , the best individual of each subpopulation would be compared with the corresponding elite individual of EP in each iteration. The better one will be updated in the EP and be brought into the next iteration. This mechanism ensures that the best individuals are always preserved and makes sure that the population evolves in the right direction. The rest of individuals will be recombined to generate the newborn individuals for keeping the evolution of the population in the following iteration.
5) RECOMBINATION
In order to find out better individuals, the recombination of individuals happens both within each subpopulation and among subpopulations. Crossover and mutation are selected as the method of recombination. The crossover and mutation within subpopulations maintain the overall stability of each subpopulation, while the crossover and mutation among subpopulations promote the diversity of the entire population.
For the recombination within subpopulations, each subpopulation will experience the crossover and mutation with pcI and pmI , respectively, in each iteration. For each subpopulation, randomly select two individuals and randomly generate r ci in [0, 1] . If r ci < pcI , randomly select two fighters of these two individuals, respectively, in the second half of individual encoding. Then two strategies of the two fighters are exchanged to produce two new individuals. Thereafter, still in this subpopulation, randomly select another individual and randomly generate r mi ∈ [0, 1]. If r mi < pmI , randomly a fighter of this individual in the second half of individual encoding. Then a strategy is randomly generated to replace the original strategy for this fighter to produce a new individual.
For the recombination among subpopulations, subpopulations will experience the crossover and mutation with pcB and pmB, respectively, in each iteration. For the population, randomly select two individuals from two different subpopulations and randomly generate r cb ∈ [0, 1]. If r cb < pcB, randomly select two fighters of these two individuals, respectively, in the first half of individual encoding. Then the strategies of these two fighters are exchanged to produce two new individuals. Thereafter, randomly select an individual from another subpopulation and randomly generate Randomly select two fighters f m and f n in the second half of the two individuals. 6: Exchange the strategies of the two fighters f m and f n to produce two new individuals. Randomly select a fighter f l in the second half of the individual.
12:
Randomly generate a strategy to replace the original strategy for fighter f l . 13 Randomly select a fighter f l in the fisrt half of the individual Subx J h . 25: Randomly generate a strategy to replace the original strategy for fighter f l . 26 : End If r mb ∈ [0, 1]. If r mb < pmB, randomly select a fighter of the individual in the first half of individual encoding. Then a strategy is randomly generated to replace the original strategy for this fighter to produce a new individual. The algorithm of recombination is shown in Algorithm 6. The recombination within subpopulation and among subpopulations are illustrated in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , respectively.
V. EXPERIMENT STUDIES
This section includes three parts. In the first part, the effectiveness and rationality of the proposed sensor data fusion method are verified. A comparative case study between the VOLUME 7, 2019 proposed method and other methods is carried out. Then, the influence of information sharing mode is illustrated and NCNE strategy will be compared with other feasible strategies on the team gain. Finally, the performance and efficiency of the proposed DCEA-AGWTA are verified.
A. COMPARISON ON SENSOR DATA FUSION METHOD
A numerical example in [50] is selected as the case study in this part. Three potential target types are denoted as A, B and C in the target type recognition, respectively. The evidence obtained by five sensors is expressed as BPAs, as shown in Table 1 . Obviously, the result of 2 nd sensor is contrary to other sensors and considers the target should be the type B.
Besides [50] are also calculated for the comparison. The results of sensor data fusion of this case are listed in Table 2 .
As can been seen from Table 2 , the proposed method of sensor data fusion, as the same as the other methods, identifies the target as type A. The Pan s method with the original weighting operator provides a corresponding result with others, but the support degree of proposition A is least among all the methods. It gives the bigger weight to the evidence which has more information and ignores the uncertainty. In addition, the Deng et al .s method, Zhang et al. s method, Yuan et al. s method, and Tang et al. s method have the similar performance in this case. Furthermore, the proposed method has the highest belief on the final recognition result when compared with other methods. The proposed fusion method takes not only the dissimilarity between different evidence into account but also considers the uncertainty contained in each evidence, which make reliable evidence have a larger weighting operator. Therefore, it is can be concluded that the proposed method is reliable and is the most effective on sensor data fusion in this case. More importantly, the proposed fusion method helps the fighter teams build credible target type identification results, which greatly reduce the uncertainty in associate with the AGWTA model. Table 3 . The actual types, uncertain factor and the interference factors of all fighters are given in Table 4 . 
1) SOLUTION COMPARISON ON INFORMATION SHARING MODE
Still using team R s perspective to illustrate this experiment. Suppose one or more sensors are losing efficacy when recognizing target b 1 in team B. The inconsistency arises in the judgment of target b 1 . The evidence obtained by team R is expressed as BPAs, as shown in Table 5 and 6. In Table 5 , the sensor of r 3 goes down. Both r 2 and r 3 are suffering from interference or fault in Table 6 . The uncertain factors of r 2 and r 3 are 0.1 and 0.4, respectively. The results of sensor fusion by the proposed fusion method of these two situations are listed in Table 7 .
According to Table 7 , the results of the two situations give the highest support degree to m(B 3 ) and regard that the target b 1 as type B 3 , which is corresponding to our initial setting. When sensors of r 2 and r 3 are faulted, although the support degree of m(B 3 ) is less than the degree when just sensor of r 3 is faulted, the fusion result allocates the most of the confidence to B 3 . The information sharing mode by sensor data fusion enhances the robustness of target identification. If the information sharing mode by only one fighter, then the target b 1 could be considered as any type among B 1 , B 2 , B 3 when sensors are suffering interference or fault. As the wrong target identification comes up, the relative kill probabilities and interference factors will mismatch, which will lead to inaccurate NCNE strategy and unreasonable team gain. We can obtain the NCNE strategy easily by DCEA-AGWTA method or the method of exhaustion in this case. Assume the team B has the right type identification of team R and the team R has the right type identification of b 2 and b 3 . When team R uses three different identification results of b 1 , the team gain of both teams when team R adopts the wrong NCNE strategy is illustrated in Fig. 7 .
As shown in Fig. 7 , the solution of NCNE with a right identification result of B 3 enables the team R to preponderate over team B at current decision step, which is 0.26 of team R and -0.26 of team B. While the incorrect identification of B 3 will put team R at a disadvantage situation. The results are reasonable. The information sharing mode by sensor data fusion employs the sensors of all the team fighters, which could reduce the conflict or uncertainty in different sensor data to provide more elaborative information for the target type identification. Therefore, the information sharing mode by sensor data fusion is indispensable and crucial in CAW.
2) SOLUTION COMPARISON ON DIFFERENT STRATEGIES
Assume one team uses the right NCNE strategy while the adversary team is using all strategies. The variation of the team gain values in ascending are shown in Fig. 8 . As shown in the result, when one team selects the NCNE strategy and whatever strategy the adversary employs, the relative team gain of the team will no less than the situation that both teams select the NCNE strategy. It implies that no team has the willingness to change the strategies. The relative team gain values of team R are always in dominating in general. It is because that the relative kill probabilities of team R is superior to team B, which results in negative value of team gain of team B. However, when team B employs the NCNE strategy, the number of strategies to keep team R in advantage is less than 30. The team R cannot employ strategy arbitrarily though it has a bigger kill probability. In the CAW, the enemy team strategy is unavailable. Therefore, the NCNE strategy can keep the team gain optimal in the case of that the enemy team strategy is unknown. 
C. PERFORMANCE OF DCEA-AGWTA 1) TEST CASE
The DCEA-AGWTA is implemented on a simple and smallscale AGWTA model in Section V-B. In order to test the performance comprehensively of the proposed DCEA-AGWTA, nine test cases are introduced in this part. The test cases could be generally divided into three kinds, including the small-scale, the medium-scale and the large-scale case. As the action collection is fixed in our study, we just generate the cases where the number of fighters engaged is different. The details of these test cases are listed in Table 8 . Case 1 to 3 belongs to the small-scale case, case 4 to 6 are the mediumscale case and case 7 to 9 are the large-scale case. Besides, the number of fighters of both teams is equivalent in case 1, 4 and 7. In case 2, 5 and 8, team R has more fighters than team B and team B has more fighters in Case 3, 6 and 9.
2) COMPARATIVE MATRICE
A generational distance (GD) [38] is adopted to measure how far the optimum strategy in EP from the NCNE strategy. Assume the NS is the NCNE strategy and E is the optimum strategy in EP found so far, the GD is defined as:
where the F R (E) and F R (NS) are the team gain value of optimum strategy in EP and NCNE strategy, respectively. From Eq. 35, we can know that the smaller the GD, the better the strategy in EP. If GD (E, NS) = 0, it indicates that the optimum strategy found in EP is the NCNE strategy. However, it is impossible to obtain the NS when the problem scale is large as the solution space will increases exponentially with the number of fighters augments. The range of F R (E) is [−∞, +∞] and the bigger the F R (E), the better the strategy. Hence, in order to evaluate the performance of the DCEA-AGWTA for all the cases, the GD is modified as:
3) COMPARISON ALGORITHM
The DCEA-AGWTA is a method of intelligent evolutionbased optimization, three other intelligent evolution-based algorithms proposed in recent years are chosen to compare with DCEA-AGWTA, including reverse predictor particle swarm optimization (RP-PSO) [37] , improved artificial bee colony optimization (IABCO) [3] and improved ant colony optimization (IACO) [5] . The reason for choosing these algorithms is that they represent three different frameworks. The RP-PSO is a variant based on PSO framework, which adopts the local best position and global best position to help individual evolution. In addition, the RP-PSO employs the reverse predictor (RP) and repulsive force to improve the ability of convergence and global optimization. The IABCO is a variant based on artificial bee colony optimization framework, which consists of three kinds of bees and uses the method of neighborhood search to seek the optimization solution. Besides, the IABCO employs the selection strategy and elite guidancebased search equation to enhance the convergence speed and avoid the premature. The IACO is a variant based on ant colony optimization framework, which searches the optimization solution according to the amount of pheromone laid by other ants. The IACO is integrated with the improvements of path selection, pheromone update, and pheromone concentration. The individual encoding, initialization, decomposition and selection methods in the three algorithms are the same as the DCEA-AGWTA. Therefore, the three algorithms are renamed as RP-PSO-AGWTA, IABCO-AGWTA, and IACO-AGWTA.
4) COMPARISON ON INTELLIGENT EVOLUTION-BASED ALGORITHMS
All the experiments are written by MATLAB and are performed on a personal computer with i5-2.3Ghz CPU and 8GB memory. For all the experiments, the initial population size pop = max(m, n) * 50. For DCEA-AGWTA, the pcI = pcB = 0.8 and pmI = pmB = 0.7. For RP-PSO-AGWTA, IABCO-AGWTA and IACO-AGWTA the parameters are the recommended settings in [3] , [5] , and [37] , respectively. The algorithm will stop when the EP remains unchanged for 30 iterations and the total iteration number is set as 5000. 20 independent runs are performed on each algorithm for each case. In each run, the best strategy in EP will be selected to calculate the GDM . The best solution, worst solution, average solution, median solution, and the standard deviation solution are selected as the perform indexes. The results of GDM for all the algorithms are listed in Table 9 .
As shown in Table 9 , DCEA-AGWTA performs better than the other algorithms in most of the generated cases on the given indexes. For the small-scale cases, case 1 to 3, the performance results of all the algorithms are very similar. For the medium-scale case 4 to 6 and the largescale case 7 to 8, the DCEA-AGWTA performance significantly better than the IABCO-AGWTA and IACO-AGWTA. However, the IABCO-AGWTA outperforms the DCEA-AGWTA in case 9 in terms of the best performance. Besides, in small-scale case 1 to 3, the RP-PSO-AGWTA performs the same as the DCEA-AGWTA in terms of the best solution and even better of the worst solution and average solution. In the medium-scale 4 to 6, the best solution of PR-PSO-AGWTA is better than the DCEA-AGWTA but falls behind in the other performance indexes. In the large-scale case 7 to 9, the DCEA-AGWTA surpass RP-PSO-AGWTA comprehensively. For the majority of the generated cases, the IACO-AGWTA has the worst performance among these algorithms.
The significance test of the four algorithms is verified by using the non-parametric analysis of variance. The hypothesis is given as that there is no significant difference between the results of DCEA-AGWTA and the other three algorithms. The significance level threshold is set as α = 0.01. The results are shown in Table 10 .
From Table 10 , it can be found that the significant difference between RP-PSO-AGWTA and DCEA-AGWTA are all larger than 0.01, which means the results of RP-PSO-AGWTA and DCEA-AGWTA are significantly different in all the cases. Moreover, the results of IABCO-AGWTA and DCEA-AGWTA are significantly different except case 2, case 4, and case 7. In these three cases, the significant differences are smaller than 0.01. Similarly, there is no significant difference between IABCO-AGWTA and DCEA-AGWTA in case 2 and case 4. At length, it can be concluded that the comparison results of the four algorithms in Table 9 are effective to illustrate the performance of the proposed algorithm.
In order to illustrate the ability of convergence of DCEA-AGWTA, the convergence time and the number of convergence generations are also compared with the other algorithms in this paper. If the EP found thus far keep invariant in 30 iterations, the algorithm is considered as convergence. The results of the average convergence time (ACT) and the number of average convergence generations (ACG) of these algorithms are shown in Table 11 .
As shown in Table 11 , the DCEA-AGWTA has the best efficiency in terms of the average convergence time and the number of average convergence generations in the smallscale case 1 to 3 and the large-scale case 7 to 9. In the medium-scale case 4 to 6, the IACO-AGWTA has the best efficiency on ACT and ACG. However, we can know that the IACO-AGWTA has the worst GDM from Table 9 , which means the IACO-AGWTA will suffer the prematurely. Except for the IACO-AGWTA, the DCEA-AGWTA is still the best algorithm for the medium-scale case 4 to 6. Besides, though the RP-PSO-AGWTA has a better GDM than IABCO-AGWTA and IACO-AGWTA in most of cases, it costs a large expense on the convergence with the worst ACT and ACG. Based on the analysis, it can be concluded that the DCEA-AGWTA is feasible and effective to solve to AGWTA of all the cases, and the DCEA-AGWTA has a better ability of convergence efficiency when compared with RP-PSO-AGWTA, IABCO-AGWTA, IACO-AGWTA on small-scale and large-scale cases.
According to the results of the above analysis in this section, the proposed DCEA-AGWTA has a better performance than other three intelligent evolution-based algorithms on the index of GDM and convergence efficiency. The DCEA-AGWTA decompose the population into several subpopulations, which enables the objective of the problem much clear. Based on decomposition, the corresponding operation mechanisms are adopted to improve the ability to find out the NCNE strategy of the AGWTA model. The selection helps to identify the best individual in each subpopulation, while the updating EP ensures the best individual found thus far could be preserved in each iteration. In addition, the updating EP move the population in the right direction. More importantly, the recombination within the subpopulation could maintain stability when searching the best individual of each subproblem. The recombination among the subpopulation help extends the diversity of the population, especially to generate the new subpopulation. Besides these operation mechanisms, the individual generation also boosts the performance of the DCEA-AGWTA. It could satisfy all the individual encoding constraints of the problem. Furthermore, individual generation of DCEA-AGWTA does not require a per-bit search of individual encoding like the other three algorithms, which reduce the ACT and ACG. In short, the proposed method is the most suitable algorithm for solving the AGWTA model in this case.
5) EXPERIMENTS ON OPERATION MECHANISMS IN DCEA-AGWTA
In order to verify the performance of the operation mechanisms in DCEA-AGWAT, 5 variants of the DCEA-AGWAT are implemented for comparison. Random initialization method without any prior knowledge is used for generating the individuals in DCEA-AGWTA-v1. The decomposition method will be ignored in DCEA-AGWTA-v2. As the selection and recombination operation are executed in the subpopulations. Hence, the population would be grouped into subpopulations for selection in DCEA-AGWTA-v2. Then the subpopulations will be dissolved. The recombination only happens among individuals in the whole population. In DCEA-AGWTA-v3, the selection method will be replaced by traditional selection method without comparison. The recombination within the subpopulation is neglected in DCEA-AGWTA-v4 and the recombination among the subpopulations is neglected in DCEA-AGWTA-v5. The GDM − Average and ACT are selected as the performance indexes. The results are shown in Table 12 .
As shown in Table 12 , the DCEA-WTA-v2 has the worst results on GDM − Average when compared with other variants, which implies that the decomposition plays the most important role among the operation mechanisms. Although the DCEA-WTA-v1 has a better performance on GDM − Average, it takes the longest convergence time. It indicates that the initialization method helps greatly improve the convergence ability of DCEA-WTA. The results of DCEA-WTA-v3, DCEA-WTA-v4 and DCEA-WTA-v5 shows that they have better performances on GDM −Average and ACT than the other variants, but still not good as well as the DCEA-WTA. It suggests that the selection and recombination mechanism should play roles at the same time by decomposing the population.
6) SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
In order to verify the reasonability of the parameters used in the proposed algorithm, the sensitivity analysis of the parameters is implemented. In the DCEA-WTA, there are six parameters, including the initial population size pop, the subpopulation size subpop, the crossover probability within each subpopulation pcI , the crossover probability among subpopulations pcB, the mutation probability within each subpopulation pmI , and the mutation probability among subpopulations pmB. In each iteration of DCEA-WTA, as the best individual in each subpopulation has been reserved in EP if it is better than the one in the corresponding subpopulation of EP, it is urgent to yield new individuals in the next iteration. Therefore, the crossover probabilities and mutation probabilities are set to a large number, respectively. As a result, the sensitivity analysis, SA-1 and SA-2, are implemented on the initial population size and the subpopulation size in this part. The generated cases are used in the two experiments with the team R's perspective. The proposed algorithm is performed 30 independent runs regarding each case with different initial population size and subpopulation size, respectively. The GDM − Average and ACT are used as the indexes for the sensitivity analysis, which are normalized to [0,1] by using the Eq. 37.
where the IndexValue is the real value of each index. The NormValue is the index value after normalization. The max(Index i ) and min(Index i ) are the maximum value and minimum value of each index of case i, respectively. SA-1. The proposed algorithm is performed with varied initial population size, where pop is set as max(m, n) * 25, max(m, n) * 50, max(m, n) * 100, max(m, n) * 200, respectively. Additionally, subpop = 2m, pcI = pcB = 0.8, and pmI = pmB = 0.7. The results are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 .
As shown in Fig. 9 , the initial population has an obvious influence on the GDM − Average of the proposed algorithm. In all the generated cases, the GDM − Average of max(m, n) * 25 is the worst. As the initial population size increases, the performance of the GDM − Average is gradually improved. Specifically, for the case 1 to 3 in small-scale case and case 5 in medium-scale case, the GDM − Average of max(m, n) * 100 and max(m, n) * 200 are slightly better than the one of max(m, n) * 50. In the other cases, the GDM − Average of max(m, n) * 50, max(m, n) * 100, max(m, n) * 200 are almost the same. However, as shown in Fig. 10 , when the initial population increases, the index of ACT of the proposed algorithm is inversely proportional to the GDM − Average. The ACT of max(m, n) * 25 and max(m, n) * 200 are the best and worst, respectively, in all the cases except case 9, where the max(m, n) * 100 is the worst. Moreover, the ACT of max(m, n) * 50 is obviously better than that of max(m, n) * 100 in all the cases. In summary, in order to have a balance between the GDM − Average and ACT, the max(m, n) * 50 and max(m, n) * 100 are recommended to be used as the initial population size. In this manuscript, we select the max(m, n) * 50 as the initial population size.
SA-2. The proposed algorithm is performed with varied subpopulation size, where subpop is set as m, 2 * m, 10 * m, 50 * m, respectively. Additionally, pop = max(m, n) * 50, pcI = pcB = 0.8, and pmI = pmB = 0.7. The results are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 .
As shown in Fig. 11 , the GDM-Average of m has the worst performance in all the cases, while the GDM − Average of 2 * m, 10 * m, and 50 * m have limited difference. This is reasonable. As the best individual will be reserved in the EP, the GDM − Average is weakly related to the subpopulation size as the number of individuals in each subpopulation increases. From Fig. 12 , we can know that when the subpopulation size is m and 50 * m, the ACT is the least and largest, respectively. Furthermore, the ACT of 2 * m is better than that of 10 * m in all the cases. Therefore, the subpopulation size is set as 2 * m for the proposed algorithm in this manuscript.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The WTA problem has been widely concerned and studied, and lots of models and algorithms have been proposed to solve this kind of problem. However, few studies have taken both uncertainty and antagonism into account comprehensively in CAW. In this paper, a novel static WTA model named AGWTA is proposed, where the uncertainty and antagonism are taken into consideration.
In the AGWTA, the non-cooperative zero-sum game model is introduced to describe the antagonism involved in the CAW. A fusion method with modified weighting operation using belief entropy and similarity of sensor data are presented in the uncertainty management. By analyzing the defining feature of the AGWTA, an optimization algorithm named DCEA-AGWTA is proposed to explore the NCNE strategy.
The achievements are summarized from three experiments.
• Firstly, the numerical example on the sensor data fusion are presented to verify the effectiveness and rationality of the proposed sensor data fusion method. The results indicated that the fusion method with modified weighting operator contributes to a more reliable identification results by considering the uncertainty and conflict among sensor data.
• Secondly, the solution comparisons are executed. For the information sharing mode comparison, the outcome shows that the information sharing mode by sensor fusion has better robustness than the information sharing mode by only one fighter when the team is suffering from the electronic interference or faults. For the strategy comparison, the results manifest the NCNE strategy is the most feasible choice in the uncertain and antagonistic situation for both fighter teams.
• Thirdly, the performance and efficiency of the proposed optimization methods, DCEA-AGWTA, are discussed. Three improved intelligent evolution-based algorithms with different optimization framework are selected for the comparison of the generated cases. The results demonstrate the DCEA-AGWTA has a better optimization ability and convergence ability to find the strategy closest to the NCNE strategy. The operation mechanisms are verified to be effective in DCEA-AGWTA.
Since the AGWTA is an antagonism-based WTA model with uncertainty, our future work will continue to focus on VOLUME 7, 2019 extending more antagonism elements and uncertain information to the AGWTA model. Moreover, as the DCEA-AGWTA belongs to the intelligent evolution-based algorithm, we will try to develop more efficient algorithms, such as hybrid approaches, to solve the more complicated AGWTA model.
